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Abstract 
For a simple 3-edge-coloured cubic graph, an edge-c-reduction a d three transformations 
(S-, X-, and H-transformation) are defined. Each transformation preserves order and regularity 
of graphs. They also define metrics on the set of all (connected) 3-edge-coloured cubic graphs 
with the same order. All connected irreducible 3-edge-coloured cubic graphs are determined. 
(~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
A graph G=(V,E), with a vertex set V and an edge set E, means an undirected 
graph without loops and multi-edges. For avoiding confusion, (u, v) is used to denote 
an edge with endpoints u and v. On the contrary, {u, v} means the set of vertices u 
and v. For a graph G=(V,E) and a subset XC V, A (X)={ucV-X]  (u,v)EE} is 
said to be an adjacent set for X. We write A(x) instead of A({x}). A k-cycle Ck 
is a cycle of length k. For a graph G=(V,E), a surjective map e:E---*Nk={1 ..... k} 
is a k-edge-colourin9 if c(e) ¢ c(f) for any adjacent edges e and f of G. The chromatic 
index zt(G) of a graph G is the minimum number of colours needed to colour the 
edges of G. If a graph G is r-regular then z~(G) = r or r + 1 by Vizing's theorem [4]. 
For a cubic graph G satisfying z t (G)=3 and its 3-edge-colouring c, (G,c) is called 
a 3-coloured cubic 9raph. 
Hereafter, a cubic graph means a 3-coloured cubic graph, unless otherwise stated. 
Let ~i 3 be the set of all cubic graphs of even order n (the order of a cubic graph is 
always even), and let (23, be the subset of (~3 whose members are connected. A sub- 
graph K of (G,c) is said to be j-coloured if Ic(E(K))I =j. 
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colour isomorphism non isomorphic 3-coloured cubic graphs 
Fig. 1. 
Definition 1.1. Two cubic graphs (G,c) and (H,d) are said to be isomorphic ((G,c) TM 
(H, d)), if there exists a graph isomorphism h:G ~ H and a bijection t:N3 ~ N3 with 
tc : dh. Two cubic graphs in Fig. 1 are not isomorphic, because their numbers of 
2-coloured cycles are different. 
In Section 2, an edge reduction is defined and it is proved that any edge-irreducible 
connected cubic graph must be one of the three types, ~zm (m~>2), J//'2n (n~>l) and 
J//3 (Theorem 1). 
In Section 3, S-, X-, and H-transformations are defined and a relation between them 
is proved (S CX CH). 
In the last section, it is proved that if two connected cubic graphs have the same 
order then one is obtained from the other by a finite sequence of S-transformations 
(Theorem 2). From Theorem 2, some metrics on ~ (~3) are defined, and an example 
is given for ~3 (~) .  
2. c-reduction 
Definition 2.1. Let (u,v) be an edge of a cubic graph G=(V,E)  and c:E-*N3 be an 
edge colouring of G. 
Suppose that A(v) -  {u} = {ul, u2} and A(u) - {v} = {vl, v2}, where c((v, uk)) = 
c( (u, vk) ) =k  (k= 1,2) and c( (u,v) )= 3. 
(u,v) is said to be c-reducible, i f ( l )  (uk, vk) f[E(k= 1,2), and (2) {ul,vl} ~ {u2, v2}. 
For a c-reducible dge e = (u, v), we define 
(G,c)//e=(G - {u, v}) U { (uk, vk) l k = 1,2}, 
where edge colouring c' for (G,c)//e is defined by c'((uk, vk))=k=c((u,  vk)) and 
c' ( f )  = c( f )  for any edge f of G - {u, v}. 
The cubic graph ((G,c)//e,c'), of order=ord.G-2,  is said to be obtained from 
(G, c) by a c-reduction of e. (G, c) is called c-irreducible if there exists no c-reducible 
edges in (G,c). P(e)={(uk, vk)[k= 1,2} is called afusedset  ofe  (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. c-reduction and c-expansion. 
Definition 2.2. Let G=(V,E) and c:E--+N3 be as above. Q={(uil,vjl),(ua, vj2)}C 
V x V is said to be a c-bundle, if 
(1) Uik #Uih, l)jk #1)jh (k#h) ,  
(2) Q* = { (Uil,lJjl), (ui2,1.)j2) } C E, 
(3) c((uik, vjk)) = k # h = c((uih, vjh)) (k :~ h), and 
(4) IQ*I =2. 
For a c-bundle Q of (G,c), let 
II((G,c); Q) =(G - Q*)u  {u,v} to { (u,v), (v, uik), (u, vjk) [ l ~<k~<2}, 
with edge colouring c', is said to be obtained from (G, c) by a c-expansion of Q, where 
u and v are new vertices and c'((u, vjk))= c'((v, uik))= c((uik, vjk))¢ c'((u, v}) (k = 1,2) 
and c '= c otherwise ((v, u) is called a c-expanded edge). 
It is to be noted that II((G,c); Q)//(v,u)= (G,c) and H((G,c)//(v,u);P*)= (G,c) if 
(v,u) is c-reducible. 
Example 2.3. Let Un = {u0,ul,...,Un--1} and V~ = {Vo, Vl ..... vn-1} be two sets. Define 
two types of non-coloured cubic graphs, for m >/3 and n >/2, such that 
Pm =(Um U Vm, {(Ui,/'/i+1 ), ([i, l)i+i), (Ui, Vi) 1i = 0, 1 . . . . .  m -- 1, (rood m)}), 
Mn = (V2n, { (vi, vi+ ]), (vi, Vn+i) l i = 0, 1 . . . . .  2n - l, (mod 2n)}). 
P,, (m~>3) is called a pseudo ladder and M, (n~>2) a M6bius ladder (Fig. 3). An 
edge of type (ui, vi) and (vi, v,+i) is called a step. Note that M2 -~K4 and M3 ---K3,3. 
Then 3-coloured cubic graphs, c-pseudo ladder ~2m=(P2m, Ce) (m>~2) and 
c-M6bius ladder M/2n = (M2n, cM) (n >~ 1 ), are defined from P2m and M2n, respectively, 
by colourings in which all steps have the same colour, and ce(ui, ui+])= ce(vi, vi + 1'/ 
(CM(i)i,l)i+l) =CM(1)2k+i,1)2k+i+l ) for any k). It is noted that the 3-edge-colouring of 
M3 is unique, and J43 is defined. 
Theorem 1. I f  a connected cubic 9raph is c-irreducible, then it is isomorphic to one 
o f ~2m (m~2) ,  ,/~2n (n>~l) and M/3 .
Definit ion 2.4. A 3-coloured n-cycle (n>~3) 7 3, in a cubic graph (G,c), is said to be 
critical, if removing some edge of 7~ s yields a 2-coloured path. Any 3-cycle (triangle) 
is critical. 
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Fig. 3. Pseudo- and M6bius-ladders, c-pseudo- and c-M6bius-ladders. 
A 3-cycle(triangle) A{xo,x,,x2} is called reducible, if [A({xo, xl,x2})] =3. For a re- 
ducible triangle A{xo,x~,~2}, 
(G, e)//(xo, x~) ~- (G, c)//(Xl,X2) ~- (G, c)//(x3,xo)(= (G, e)//A{xo,~,,x~} ) 
(o  - {xo, Xl,X2})u{x}u{(x,u), (x,v), (x, w)}, 
with a new vertex x and a colouring c t, is said to be a A-c-reduction of (G,c), 
where c'((x,u) =c((xo, u) ), ct((x,v) =c((xl,v)  and ct( (x,w) =c((x2,w) ) (Fig. 4(a) 
and (b)). 
Also, (G,c) is called a A-c-expansion of (H,d)=(G,c)ffA at x, denoted by 
(G,c)= Ax(H,d) (=II(H,d)). 
Lemma 2.5. I f  a c-irreducible connected cubic graph (G,c) has a cycle C3(=A) of 
length 3, then (G,c)~J¢'2. 
Proof. Let A{xo,x,,x2 ) be a 3-cycle in connected c-irreducible cubic graph (G, c). 
If [A({xo, xl,x2})[=3, (G,c) is c-reducible as above. If [A({xo, xl,x2})[=2 
(say, (u, xo),(u, xl),(v, x2)EE(G)), then (x2,v) is c-reducible (Fig. 4(c)). At last if 
[A({xo, xl,x2})[=l, (G,c)~g4-~J[2. This completes the proof. [] 
We will call a graph G to be A-free if G has no 3-cycle A. 
Lemma 2.6. Let (G,c) be a A-free element of if a, n>>.8. An edge e of G is 
c-irreducible if and only if there exists a 4-cycle C4 containing e such that two 
edges of C4 adjacent to e have the same colour. 
Proof. The proof of " i f"  part is trivial. Suppose e= (u,v) of colour c(e)=r has no 
4-cycle as in the lemma. Let A(u) - {v}={vl,v2} and A(v ) -  {u}={ul,u2}, where 
c((u, vi))=c((v, ui))=i (i---1,2). Since G is A-free, uk~vh for k~h and by the as- 
surnption, (ui, vi)~E(G)(i= 1,2). Hence e is c-reducible by Definition 2.1. [] 
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Fig. 4. A-c-reduction. 
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Fig. 5. 3-coloured 4-cycle. 
Lemma 2.7. Let (G,c)EE32n (n>~4) be c-irreducible. Then there ex&ts no critical 
4-cycle. 
Proof. Suppose C4 =C(xo,xl,x~,x3} is a 3-coloured 4-cycle in c-irreducible (G, c) of order 
1>8, as in Fig. 5(a). It is noted that 2~< IA({xo, xl,x2,x3})[ <~4. 
If IA({xo, xl, x2, x3})l ~>3, (x0, Xl) or (x2,x3) is c-reducible (Figs. 5(a) and (b)). If 
Ia({xo, xl,x2,x3})l=2 then (t,u) and (v,w) are c-reducible from that (u,w)f[E(G) 
(Fig. 5(c)). This is a contradiction. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemma 2.6, ~2,, (m>~2), Jg2, (n>~l) and /g3 are 
c-irreducible. 
If an edge e of (G,c) is free as an edge of uncoloured graph G then e is c-reducible 
[3, Definition 2.2]. By Theorem 1 of [3], if (G,c) is c-irreducible then G~Pm (rn>~3) 
or G~M, (n~>2). P2,-1 (n~>2) and M2n-i (n~>2) are c-reducible for any 3-edge- 
colouring by Example 2.3 and Lemma 2.7, since all steps cannot have the same colour. 
Here, we will show a direct proof of the theorem, If (G, c) is c-irreducible of order 
<8 then (G,c)-~Jg2 or (G,c)~J/[3. 
Suppose now, (G,c) is a connected c-irreducible cubic graph of order 2n>~8. By 
Lemma 2.5 G has no A. Let e be any edge of G with, say, c(e)= 1. From Lemma 
2.6 there exists a 2-coloured 4-cycle C{xo,xa,x~,x3}, where e=(xo, xl) and c( (xl,x2) = 
c((x3, xo))=2. It is obvious that IA(U1)L=4, where Ul={xo, xl,xz, x3}. Let A(UI)=: 
{x4,xs, x6,x7},(xi,xi+4)EE(G) (i=0,1,2,3). Hence c((xi,xi+4))=3 (i=0,1,2,3). 
Let A(x4) - {Xo} -- {Yl, Y:}, where c((x4, Yl)) = 1 and c((x4, y2)) =2 (Fig. 6(a)). 
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Fig. 6. Neighbourhood of 2-coloured 4-cycle. 
Since (G,c) is c-irreducible, from Lemma 2.5 yl ¢x7 and y2 ¢x5 by Lemma 2.7. 
If Yl ¢x5 and ::2 ¢x7 then Ix4,xo) is c-reducible (Fig. 6(a)). Hence, say, yl =x5 as in 
Fig. 6(b). Let A(XT)- {x3} = {za,z2}, where c( (x7,zl) -- 1 and c( (xT,z2) )= 2. Similarly 
as above zl =x6 or z2 =x4. If Zl ¢x6 and z2 =x4 then (xs,x6) EE(G) with c((x6,xs))=2 
(Fig. 6(b)), since otherwise (x2,x6) would be c-reducible. But (x7,zl) is c-reducible. 
This is a contradiction. Hence z]=x6 as in Fig. 6(c). If ord.G=8 then obviously 
(G ,c ) -~4 or (G, c) --- Jg4. Suppose now ord.G~> 10. Let 
( Gt, ct)=( ( O - U1)LJ ( (x4,x7), (x5,x6) }, ct), 
where c'((x4,xT))=c'((xs,x6))=3 and c'=c otherwise (Fig. 6(d)). 
Hence (G',c') is a A-free c-irreducible lement of (23(,_2), and (GI, c')~g~n-2 or 
(Gt, ct)-~,/[gn_ 2 with even n. It follows that (G,c)~-~n or (G,c)~-~¢[, with even n. 
This completes the proof. [] 
3. S, X-, and H-transformations 
Definition 3.1. Let e = (u, v), d = (u, t) and f = (v, w) be edges of an edge-coloured 
graph (G,c), where c(d)=c(f)=co. If (u,w),(v,t)f[E(G), 
S((G,c):e; c0)=(G - {d,f})U{(u,w), (v,t)}, with colouring c', 
is said to be obtained from (G, c) by S-transformation (slide transformation) of e with 
colour co, where c/((u,w))=c'((v,t))=co, :=c otherwise (Fig. 7). When (G,c) is 
obtained from (H,d) by a finite sequence of S-transformations, we say that (G, c) and 
(H, d) are S-equivalent. I  is noted that S((G, c) : e; cl )-~ S((G, c) : e; c2), for any cubic 
graph (G,c), eCE(G), and {cl,c2,c(e)}={1,2,3}. 
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Fig. 8. X-transformation. 
X((G,c): d,f; u,v) 
Definition 3.2. Let d = (u, t) and f= (v,w) be different edges of an edge-coloured 
graph (G,c) with c(d)=c(f). If uCw, (u,w) CE(G), vet and (v,t) f[E(G), 
X((G, c) : d, f ;  u, v) = (G - {d, f} )  tO { (u, w), (v, t) } with colouring c', 
is said to be obtained from (G,c) by X-transformation (eXchange-transformation) of 
d and f ,  where c'((u,w))=c'((v,t))=c(d) and c'=c otherwise. 
Note that if uCv, (u,v)q~E(G), t~:w and (t,w)qgE(G), then we can define also 
X( (G,c ) 'd , f ;u ,w)=(G-  {d,f})to{(u,v),(w,t)} with colouring as above, 
which is generally different from X((G,c):d, f ;  u, v), as in Fig. 8. 
When (G,c) is obtained from (H,d) by a finite sequence of X-transformations, we 
say that (G,c) and (H,d) are X-equivalent. 
For a bipartite cubic graph (G,c) and its transformable pair {d,f}, one ofX((G,c): 
d, f ;u,v) and X((G,c):d,f ;u,w), say X((G,c):d,f ;u,w) as in Fig. 8, is bipartite. 
Then we say that X ( ( G, c) : d, f ;  u, w )(= X + ( ( G, c) : d, f ;  u, w ) ) is obtained from (G, c) 
by a X+-transformation f d and f .  
Definition 3.3. Suppose that graphs (Gl,cl) and (G2,c2) are both c-reductions of some 
edge-coloured-cubic graph (G,c); then we say that (G1, cl) is obtained from (G2, c2) 
by H-transformation (H(G2,c2)=(Gl,cl)). If G is bipartite, we say that (Gl,cl) is 
obtained from (G2, c2) by H +-transformation(H+(G2, c2) =(G1, cl )). 
If (G,c) is obtained from (G',c ~) by a finite sequence of H-(H+-)transformations, 
then we say that (G,c) and (G',c') are H-(H+-)equivalent. 
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Fig. 9. A X-transformation is covered by an H-transformation. 
Obviously a S-transformation is a X-transformation. 
Proposition 3.4. 
(1) if (Gt, c ') is obtained from (G,c) by a X-transformation, then (G',c') is obtained 
from (G, c) by an H-transformation, 
(2) a X+-transformation is covered by an H+-transformation. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are proved by Fig. 9. [] 
4. Metrics on ~3 
Lernma 4.1. For any connected cubic 9raph (G,c) with ord.G>.6, there exists a 
S-equivalent graph (G',c') to (G,c) which has a reducible trianole. 
Proof. Suppose a connected cubic graph (G,c) has no reducible triangle. 
For any 1 <~i<j<~3, c-l({i,j}) consists of a finite number of 2-coloured ((i,j)- 
coloured) cycles. 
If c-l({i,j)) is a cycle, any edge e= (u,v), with c(e)¢i,j, has end points on the 
cycle c-l({i,j}). {u,v} cuts a cycle c-l({i,j}) off two parts. One of its part and e 
constitute a critical cycle. 
Suppose to the contrary that c-l({i,j}) has several components and there exists no 
such edge e as above. Hence any edge f with c(f)=k,  where k ~ i,j, connects two 
component cycles C1 and (72 of c-l({i,j}). 
By the S-transformation S((G, c) : f )=  (G', c'), C1 and C2 yield a 2-coloured cycle 
of length equal to the sum of lengths of C1 and Cz. Then, f is like above e in this 
cycle and we have a critical cycle. 
Now suppose C, =C{xo,xl,...,x,_~} is a critical cycle of (G,c) with minimal length 
n~>4, where, say, c((xo,xn-1))=3 and other edges have colours 1 and 2. 
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Fig. 10. Shortening a critical cycle by S-transformation. 
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Fig. 11. Moving a reducible A. 
Let A(xn-2)-{xn-3,xn-1} ={u} and (G',c')=S((G,c); (xn-2,x,-l)) (Fig. 10). Then 
{x0,xl ..... Xn-2} constitutes critical (n -  1)-cycle Cn-1 = C{xo,x,,...,x,_2). Repeating this 
operation, we will have a 3-cycle A{xo:~,~2 }. Even if [A({xO, XhX2})[=2, we can 
deform it by a S-transformation so that [A({xo,xl,x2})[=3 (as in Fig. 4(c), make 
S-transformation at (u,w)). Hence we have a reducible triangle. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let (G,c) be a connected cubic graph. Then Ax(G,c) and Ay(G,c) are 
S-equivalent for any vertices x and y of (G, c). 
Proof. It is sufficient o prove that Ax(G,c) and Ay(G,c) are S-equivalent for the case 
(x,y) EE(G). This is obvious from the Fig. 11. [] 
Lemma 4.3. Let (G, c) be a connected cubic graph. 
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(H' ,d')=S((H,d):e) =(G',c')//{Xo ,x, } 
Fig. 12. Cover ing a S-transformation.  
Suppose (H ' ,d ' )  is obtained by a S-transformation from (H,d)=(G,c)//A. Then 
there exists a connected cubic graph (G',c') with a reducible triangle A t which is 
S-equivalent to (G, c) and (G', c')fiA t = (H ~, d'). 
Proof.  Let (H,d) = (G,c)ffA{xo,xl,x2} ((G,c) = Ax(H,d)) and (Ht, d')  =S((H,d):e),  
where e = (u, v) E E(H). I f  x # u and x # v there exists a S-transformation along e in 
(G, c). Hence it is obvious that (G', c') = S((G, c) : e) and (H', d') = (G', c t)//A{xo,xl,x2 } . 
Suppose now e = <x, y). For this case we can choose S-transformations from (G, c) 
to (G',c ~) as in Fig. 12. Hence we have (H',d')=(G',c')//A{xo,xl,x2}. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that (G,c) and (G' ,c ' )  are connected cubic graphs of the same 
order; then (G,c) and (Gr, c ') are S-equivalent. 
Proof.  Since E4 3 = {Jg2}, (~ = {~3, Jg3) and S( J [3 )= ~3, theorem is obvious for fi;~ 
(n~<6). Suppose that the theorem is true for Em 3 (m~>6) and that (G,c) and (G',e') 
are elements of Cm3+2. 
By Lemma 4.1 we may assume that (G,c) and (G',c') have reducible triangles A 
and A', respectively, and that (H, d) = (G, c)//A and (H', d')  = (G', c')//A'. From the 
hypothesis, there exists a sequence ~ , / t t t 3 ((H , d o), (H~, d 1 ) . . . . .  (HI, d k)) of  elements of ~m 
such that (H/'+I, d/~+l ) is obtained from (HI, d/') by a S-transformation (i = 0, 1 . . . . .  k -  1 ), 
(H, d) = (H~, d~) and (H', d') = (H~,dk): ' 
Now suppose (H[,d[)=(G[,c~)//A~ and (H/%l, di'+l ) = S((H,:,d/~) :ei) (0~<i<k-  1), 
where (G,c)=(Go; c o~) and A=A 0.' By Lemma 4.3 there exists an element 
! t 3 (Gi+l,Ci+ 1) E [~m+2 with a reducible triangle A~+ l so that (Gi+l,t Ci+l! ) is S-equivalent 
l I ! I to (Gi,ci) and )//A~+ 1(Gi+l,Ci+l = (n l f+ l ,  d ;+ l  ). 
Repeating this operation, we shall obtain (Gk; ckt ) E ~3m+2 with a reducible triangle A~ 
I I I C I i I so that (G~, c~) is S-equivalent to (G~_ 1, ck_ 1 ) and (G~, k)//Ak = (H~, d~)= (H', d'). 
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Fig. 13. S-transformations n ~3 n. 
Since (G~,C'k)//A'~=(H',dr)=(G',c')//A', there are vertices x and y in (H',a') 
so that (G'k,c~)=Ax(H',d') and (G',c')=Ay(H',d'). By Lemma 4.2, (G',c') is S- 
/ I equivalent to (Gk, ck) and also to (G,c). This completes the proof. [] 
Corollary 4.4. 
(1) Any element of ~3 n (n>~2) can be obtained from ~(~[~) by a finite sequence 
of S-transformations. 
(2) Suppose that (G,c) and (G',c') are cubic graphs of the same order; then (G,c) 
and (G', c') are X-equivalent and H-equivalent. 
Welldefinedness of the following definition is supported by Theorem 2. 
Definition 4.5. For any elements (G,c) and (H,d) of ~3 n (or, of Iti3,) (n>~2), let 
d,((G,c),(H,d)) be the minimum number of ,-transformations from (G,c) to (H,d), 
(* E {S,X,H}). 
Corollary 4.6. 
(1) d. is a metric on ~3 (n>~4, • C {S,X,H}), 
(2) d. is a metric on t532n (n>~4, * C {X,H}), 
(3) dH <= dx < ds. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are trivial by Proposition 3.4(3) follows from Proposition 3.4 and 
Example 4.8. 
Example 4.7. Fig. 13 shows that lim~_~ diamE3~ = exp. 
Example 4.8. For elements (G,c) and (H,d) of E23~ I~ 3 (an) ,  we define ((G,c),(H,d))E 
E(E3n) (E(t53n)) if d.((G, c), (H, d)) = 1. (E23~,E(6;3n)) and (ffi3~,E(153~)) have simple 
graph structure as in Fig. 13 (2n = 8), where real lines show S-, doted lines show X-, 
and doubled lines show H-adjacency. 
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Fig. 14. Graph of ~3 (~i3). 
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